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Abstrat: In this doument, we desribe an interfae alled MAI. This inter-

fae allows developers to manage memory a�nity in NUMA arhitetures. The

a�nity unit in MAI is a variable or an objet of the parallel appliation. A set of

memory poliies implemented in MAI an be applied to these variables/objets

in a easy way. High-level funtions implemented in MAI minimize developers

work when managing memory a�nity in NUMA mahines. MAI's performane

was evaluated on two di�erent NUMA mahines using three di�erent parallel ap-

pliations. Results obtained with MAI present important gains when ompared

with the standard memory a�nity solutions.

Key-words: multi-ore arhiteture, memory a�nity, stati data, perfor-

mane evaluation, programming



MAI: Interfae pour la A�nité de Mémoire

Résumé : Ce doument dérit MAI, une interfae pour ontr�ler l'a�nité de

mémoire sur des arhiteture NUMA. L'unité d'a�nité utilisé par MAI est une

variable ou un objet de l'appliation. MAI dispose d'un ensemble de politiques

de mémoire qui peuvent être appliquées pour la variable/objet du une applia-

tion d'une façon simple. Fontions de haut-niveau mis en ÷uvre en minimiser

les travaux des programmeurs. Les performane de MAI sont évaluée sur deux

di�érents NUMA mahines utilisant trois appliations parallèles. Les résultats

obtenus ave ette interfae présente d'importants gains par rapport aux solu-

tions standard.

Mots-lés : arhitetures NUMA, a�nité mémoire, données statiques, étude

de performanes
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1 Introdution

Parallel appliations are generally developed using message passing or shared

memory programming models. Both models have their advantages and disad-

vantages. The message passing model sales better, however, is more omplex

to use. In the other hand, shared memory programming model is less salable

but easier to be used by the developer. The latter programming model an be

used in parallel appliations development with libraries, languages, interfaes

or ompilers diretives. Some examples are Pthreads [1℄, OpenMP [2℄, TBB [3℄

et.

Shared memory programming model is the ideal model for traditional UMA

(Uniform Memory Aess) arhitetures, like symmetri multiproessors. In

these arhitetures the omputer has a single memory, whih is shared by all

proessors. This single memory often beomes a bottlenek when many proes-

sors aesses it at the same time. The problem gets worse as the number of

proessors inrease, where the single memory ontroller does not sale.

The limitation of lassial symmetri multiproessors (SMP) parallel sys-

tems an be overome with NUMA (Non Uniform Memory Aess) arhite-

tures. These arhitetures have as main harateristis, multiple memory levels

that are physially distributed but, seen by the developer as a single memory

[4℄. NUMA arhitetures ombine the e�ieny and salability of MPP (Mas-

sively Parallel Proessing) with the programming faility of SMP mahines [5℄.

However, due to the fat that the memory is distributed between the mahine

nodes, the time spent to aess it is onditioned by the distane between the

proessor and data. The memory aess by a given proessor ould be loal

(data is lose) or remote (it has to use the interonnetion network to aess

the data) [5, 6℄ .

As these mahines are being used as servers for appliations that demand a

low response time it is important to assure memory a�nity on them. Memory

a�nity is the guarantee that proessing units will always have their data lose

to them. So, to reah the maximum performane on NUMA arhitetures it

is neessary to minimise the number of remote aess during the appliation

exeution. Whih is, proessors and data need to be sheduled so as the distane

between them are the smallest possible [5, 6, 7, 8℄.

To redue this distane and onsequently inrease the appliation perfor-

mane in these arhitetures, many di�erent solutions were proposed. These

solutions are based in algorithms, mehanisms and tools that do memory pages

alloation, migration and repliation to guarantee memory a�nity in NUMA

systems for an entire proess [5, 9, 6, 7, 10, 11, 12, 4, 13, 14, 15, 4, 16℄. How-

ever, none of these solutions provides variable/objet as memory a�nity ontrol

unit. In these solutions, memory a�nity is assured applying a memory poliy

for an entire proess. Thus, developers an not express the di�erent data aess

patterns of their appliation. This an result in a not ideal performane, beause

memory a�nity are related with the program most important variables/objets

(importane in means of memory onsuption and aess).

Thus, to allow di�erent memory poliies for eah most important vari-

able/objet of an appliation and onsequently a better ontrol of memory a�n-

ity we developed MAI (Memory A�nity Interfae). In this repport we introdue

MAI, an interfae developed in C that de�nes some high level funtions to deal

with memory a�nity in NUMA arhitetures. The main advantages of MAI are:
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4 Ribeiro & Méhaut

allow di�erent memory poliy for eah most important objet/variable of the

appliation, provide several standard and new memory poliies and is an easy

way to ontrol memory a�nity in parallel appliations. In order to evaluate

MAI performane we made some experiments with some memory-bound appli-

ations (MG from benhmark NAS [17℄, Ondes 3D [18℄ and ICTM [19℄) in two

di�erent NUMA mahines. We then ompared the results obtained with MAI

with Linux standard poliy for NUMA mahines [11℄ and the solution most used

by developers of parallel appliation for NUMA mahines [17℄. This last solu-

tion is based in parallel initialization of data, threads and proesses touh data

to plae it lose to them (in this work we will all this solution Parallel-Init).

The repport is strutured as follows. In setion 2 we desribe the previous

solutions in memory a�nity management for NUMA arhitetures. Setion 3

depits our interfae and its main funtionalities. In setion 4 we present and

disuss the performane evaluation of MAI. In the last setion we present our

onlusions and future works.

2 Memory A�nity Management Solutions

A lot of work has been donne in memory a�nity management for NUMA arhi-

tetures. Most of them are proposals of new memory poliies that have some

intelligent mehanism to plae/migrate memory pages. Other types of works

are proposal of new diretives to OpenMP and some support integrated in the

operating system. In this setion we present these three groups of related works.

2.1 Memory A�nity Poliies

In the work [9℄, authors present a new memory poliy alled on-next-touh. This

poliy allows data migration in the seond time of a thread/proess touh it.

Thus, threads an have their data in the same node, allowing more loal aess.

The performane evaluation of this poliy was donne using a real appliation

that has as main harateristi irregular data aess patterns. The gain obtained

with this solution is about 69% with 22 threads.

In [20℄, the authors present two new memory poliies alled skew-mapping

and prime-mapping. In the �rst one, alloation of memory pages is donne

skipping one node per round. As example, suppose that we have to alloate

16 memory pages in four nodes. The �rst four pages will be plaed in nodes

0,1,2,3, the next four in nodes 1,2,3,4 and so on. The prime-mapping poliy

works with virtual nodes to alloate data. Thus, after the alloation on the

virtual nodes there is a re-alloation of the pages in the real nodes. As sienti�

appliations always work in power of 2, for data distribution, these two poliies

allows better data distribution. The gains with this solutions are about 35%

with some benhmarks.

The work [16℄ present two algorithms to do page migration and assure mem-

ory a�nity in NUMA mahines. These algorithms use information get from

kernel sheduler to do migrations. The performane evaluation show gains of

264% onsidering existed solution as omparison.

INRIA
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2.2 Memory A�nity with OpenMP Diretives

In [21℄, authors present a strategy to assure memory a�nity using OpenMP in

NUMA mahines. The idea is to use information about shedule of threads and

data and made some relations between them. The work do not present formal

OpenMP extensions but shows some suggestions of how this an be donne and

what has to be inluded. All performane evaluation was donne using tightly-

oupled NUMA mahines. The results show that their proposal an sale well

in the used mahines.

In the work [11℄, authors present new OpenMP diretives to allow memory

alloation in OpenMP. The new diretives allows developers to express how data

have to be alloated in the NUMA mahine. All memory alloation diretives

are for arrays and Fortran programming language. The authors present the

ideas for the diretives and how they an be implemented in a real ompiler.

2.3 Memory A�nity with Operating System Support

NUMA support is now present in several operating systems, suh as Linux and

Solaris. This support an be found in the user level (with administration tools

or shell ommands) and in the kernel level (with system all and NUMA APIs)

[4℄.

The user level support allows the programmer to speify a poliy for memory

plaement and threads sheduling for an appliation. The advantage of using

this support is that the programmer does not need to modify the appliation

ode. However, the hosen poliy will be applied in the entire appliation and

we an not hange the poliy during the exeution.

The API NUMA is an interfae that de�nes a set of system alls to apply

memory poliies and proesses/threads sheduling. In this solution, the pro-

grammer must hange the appliation ode to apply the poliies. The main

advantage of this solution is that we an have a better ontrol of memory allo-

ation.

The use of system alls or user level tools to manage memory a�nity in

NUMA mahines an generate some gains. However, developers must know

the appliation and arhiteture harateristis. To use system alls, developers

need to hange the appliation soure ode and make the memory management

by themselves. This is a omplex work and depending on the appliation we

an not ahieve expressive gains. User level solutions require from developers

several shell ommands and do not allow �ne ontrol over memory a�nity.

2.4 Conlusion on Related Works

MAI is the solution that allows variable/objet as unit of memory a�nity man-

agement in an easy way. None of the solutions presented let developers manage

memory a�nity in NUMA mahines using the most important variable/objet.

Also, MAI is an easy way to develop appliations onsidering memory a�nity,

no omplex ode or modi�ation are neessary to do it.

RR n° 0359
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3 MAI

In this setion we desribe MAI and its features. We �rst desribe the interfae

proposal and its main ontributions. Then, we explain its high level funtions

and memory poliies. Finally, we desribe its implementation details and usage.

MAI an be download from [22℄

3.1 The Interfae

MAI is a library developed in C that de�nes some high level funtions to deal

with memory a�nity in appliations exeuted in NUMA arhitetures. This

library allows developers to manage memory a�nity onsidering the most im-

portnat variable/objet of their appliations (importane in terms of memory

onsuption and aess). This harateristi makes memory management easier

for developers beause they do not need to are about pointers and pages ad-

dresses like in the system all APIs for NUMA (libnuma in Linux for example

[4℄). Furthermore, with MAI it is possible to have a �ne ontrol over memory

a�nity; memory poliies an be hanged through appliation ode (di�erent

poliies for di�erent phases). This feature is not allowed in user level tools like

numatl in Linux.

The library has four memory poliies: yli, yli_blok, bind_all and

bind_blok. In yli poliies the memory pages that ontain the variable/ob-

jet data are plaed in physial memory making a round with the memory

bloks. The main di�erene between yli and yli_blok is the amount

of memory pages used to do the yli proess. In bind_all and bind_blok

poliies the memory pages that ontain the variable/objet data are plaed in

memory bloks spei�ed by the appliation developer. The main di�erene be-

tween bind_all and bind_blok is that in the latter, pages are plaed in the

memory bloks that have the threads/proess that will make use of them.

These memory poliies an be ombine during the appliation steps to imple-

ment a new memory poliy. Variables/objets generally are aessed in di�erent

ways during the appliation. Thus, it is important give to the developer the op-

portunity to develop/reate a memory poliy for his appliation. The majority

of the new proposed memory a�nity algorithms do not allows memory poliies

hanges during the appliations exeution. Also, in MAI it is also possible to

do memory migration to optimize any inorret memory plaement.

3.2 High-Level Funtions

To develop appliations using MAI the programmer just have to use some high-

level funtions. The funtions are divided into �ve groups: system, alloation,

memory, threads and statisti.

System Funtions: the system funtions are dived in funtions to on�gure

the interfae and funtions to see some information about the platforms. The

on�guration funtions must be alled in the begin (init()) and end (�nal()) of

the appliation ode. The funtion init() is responsible for setting the nodes and

threads Ids that will be used for memory/thread poliies and for the interfae

start. This funtion an reeive as parameter a �le name. The �le is an envi-

ronment on�guration �le that gives information about the memory bloks and

INRIA
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proessors/ores of the arhiteture. If no �le name is give the interfae hose

whih memory bloks and proessors/ores to use. The �nal() funtion is used

to �nish the interfae and free any data that was alloated by the developer.

void i n i t ( har f i l ename [ ℄ ) ;

void f i n a l ( ) ;

i n t get_num_nodes ( ) ;

i n t get_num_threads ( ) ;

i n t get_num_pu ( ) ;

unsigned long * get_nodes_id ( ) ;

unsigned long * get_pus_id ( ) ;

void show_nodes ( ) ;

void show_pus ( ) ;

Alloation Funtions: these funtions allows the developer alloate arrays of

C primitive types (CHAR, INT, DOUBLE and FLOAT) and not primitive types,

like strutures. The funtions need the number of items and the C type. Their

return is a void pointer to the alloated data. The memory is always alloated

sequentially, like a linear (1D) array. This strategy allow better performane

and also make easer to de�ne a memory poliy for an array. Example presented

in (Figure 1).

void * allo_1D ( i n t nx , s i ze_t size_item , i n t type ) ;

void * allo_2D ( i n t nx , i n t ny , s i ze_t size_item , i n t type ) ;

void * allo_3D ( i n t nx , i n t ny , i n t nz , s i ze_t size_item , i n t type ) ;

void * allo_4D ( i n t nx , i n t ny , i n t nz , i n t nk , s i ze_t size_item , i n t type ) ;

void f ree_array ( void *p ) ;

Memory Poliies Funtions: these funtions allows the developer to selet

a memory poliy for an appliation and to migrate data between the nodes.

There are four di�erents poliies: yli, yli_blok, bind_all and bind_blok.

It is also possible to migrate pages between the nodes of the NUMA system

using the funtions migrate_*. Example presented in (Figure 2).

void  y  l i  ( void *p ) ;

void y l i _b lok ( void *p ) ;

void bind_al l ( void *p ) ;

void bind_blok ( void *p ) ;

void migrate_page ( void *p , unsigned long node ) ;

void migrate_a l l_sat te r ( void *p , unsigned long mask ) ;

void migrate_al l_gather ( void *p , unsigned long mask ) ;

void migrate_pages ( void *p , i n t np , unsigned long node ) ;

Thread Poliies Funtions: these funtions allows the developer to bind or

migrate a thread to a pu/ore in the NUMA system. The funtions get_thread_id

must be alled before bind_threads to set the threads Ids in the interfae data

struture. The funtion bind_threads use these Ids and the pu/ore mask

(giving in the on�guration �le) to bind threads.

RR n° 0359
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Figure 1: Allo funtions example

void bind_threads ( ) ;

void migrate_thread ( pid_t id , unsigned long pu ) ;

Statistis Funtions: these funtions allows the developer to get some in-

formation about the appliation exeution in the NUMA system. There are

statistis of memory and threads plaement/migration and overhead from mi-

grations.

void print_pagenodes ( unsigned long *pageaddrs , i n t s i z e ) ;

i n t number_page_migration ( unsigned long *pageaddrs , i n t s i z e ) ;

double get_time_pmigration ( ) ;

i n t number_thread_migration ( unsigned i n t * threads , i n t s i z e ) ;

double get_time_migration ( ) ;

3.3 Implementation Details

MAI interfae is implemented in C for Linux based NUMA systems. Developers

who wants to use MAI have to program their appliations using shared memory

programming model. The allowed shared memory libraries are: Posix threads or

OpehMP. To use this interfae, libnuma must be installed in the NUMA system.

Figure 3 present the arhiteture of the interfae.

INRIA
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Figure 2: Memory poliies funtions example

To guarantee memory a�nity, all memory management is donne using MAI

strutures. These strutures are loaded in the initialization of the interfae

(with the init() funtion) and are used in the rest of appliation exeution. All

alloations and memory poliies algorithms onsider the NUMA arhiteture

before do any alloation and plaement of memory pages in the memory bloks.

A memory poliy set for a variable/objet of the appliation an be hanged

during the appliation steps. To do this developers just have to all the memory

poliy funtion for the variable/objet and MAI will hange it.

Threads sheduling in MAI is donne using one thread per proessor/ore

strategy. This minimizes memory ontention problem that exists in some NUMA

arhitetures. If the number of threads are bigger then the number of proes-

sors/ores then, more threads per proessor/ore will be used.

RR n° 0359
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Figure 3: MAI Arhiteture

4 Performane Evaluation

In this setion we present the performane evaluation of MAI. We �rst desribe

the two NUMA platforms used in our experiments. Then, we desribe the

appliations and their main harateristis. Finally, we present the results and

their analysis.

4.1 NUMA Platforms

In our experiments we used two di�erent NUMA arhitetures. The �rst NUMA

arhiteture is an eight dual ore AMD Opteron with 2.2 GHz of frequeny and

2 MB of ahe memory for eah proessor. The mahine is organized in eight

nodes and has in total 32 GB of main memory. This memory is divided in

eight nodes (4 GB of loal memory) and the system page size is 4 KB. Eah

node has three onnetions whih are used to link with other nodes or with

input/output ontrollers (node 0 and node 1). These onnetions give di�erent

memory latenies for remote aess by nodes (NUMA fator from 1.2 to 1.5).

A shemati �gure of this mahine is given in Figure 4. We will use the name

Opteron for this arhiteture.

Figure 4: AMD Opteron NUMA arhiteture.

INRIA
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Figure 5: Itanium 2 NUMA arhiteture.

The operating system that has been used in this mahine is Linux version

2.6.23-1-amd64 and the distribution is Debian with support for NUMA arhi-

teture (system alls and user API numatl). The ompiler that has been used

for the OpenMP ode ompilation was the GNU Compiler Colletion (GCC).

The seond NUMA arhiteture used is a sixteen Itanium 2 with 1.6 GHz

of frequeny and 9 MB of L3 ahe memory for eah proessor. The mahine

is organized in four nodes of four proessors and has in total 64 GB of main

memory. This memory is divided in four bloks in eah node (16 GB of loal

memory). The nodes are onneted using a FAME Salability Swith (FSS),

whih is a bakplane developed by Bull [23℄. This onnetion gives di�erent

memory latenies for remote aess by nodes (NUMA fator from 2 to 2.5). A

shemati �gure of this mahine is given in Figure 5. We will use the name

Itanium 2 for this arhiteture.

The operating system that has been used in this mahine was the Linux ver-

sion 2.6.18-B64k.1.21 and the distribution is Red Hat with support for NUMA

arhiteture (system alls and user API numatl). The ompiler that has been

used for the OpenMP ode ompilation was the ICC (Intel C Compiler).

4.2 Appliations

In our experiments we used three di�erent appliations: one from benhmark

Nas, Ondes 3D and ICTM. All the appliations have as main harateristis high

memory onsumption, number of data aess and regular and/or irregular data

aess patterns. A regular data aess pattern is de�ned in this work as: thread

or proess of an appliation aess the same data set during the initialization

and omputational steps of the appliation. The irregular data aess patterns

is the ontrary. Threads or proess of an appliation do not aess the same

data set during the initializations and omputational steps of the appliation.

All appliations were developed in C using OpenMP to ode parallelization.

One of the three appliations is a kernel from NAS benhmark [17℄ alled

MG. This kernel were seleted beause they are representative in terms of om-

putations and present memory important harateristis. MG is a kernel that

uses a V yle MultiGrid method to alulate the solution of the 3D salar Pois-

son equation. The main harateristi of this kernel is that it tests both short

and long distane data movement. Figure 6 present a shema of the appliation.

RR n° 0359
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Figure 6: Multi Grid

Ondes 3D is a seismology appliation simulates the propagation of a seis-

mi in a 3 dimension region [18℄. This appliation has three main steps: data

alloation, data initialization and propagation alulus (operations). In the al-

loation step all arrays are alloated. The initialization is important beause

the data are touhed and physially alloated in the memory blos. The last

step is omposed by two big alulus loop. In these loops all arrays are aessed

for write an read but, with the same aess patterns of the initialization step.

Figure 7 present a shema of the appliation.

Figure 7: Ondes 3D Appliation

ICTM is a multi-layered and multi-dimensional tessellation model for the

ategorization of geographi regions onsidering several di�erent harateris-

tis (relief, vegetation, limate, land use, et.) [19℄. This appliation has two

main steps: data alloation-initialization and lassi�ation omputation. In the

alloation-initialization step all arrays are alloated and initialized. The seond

INRIA
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step is omposed by four big alulus loops. In these loops all arrays are aessed

for write an read but, with the regular and irregular aess patterns.Figure 8

present a shema of the appliation.

Figure 8: ICTM Appliation

4.3 Results

In this setion we present the results obtained with eah appliation in the two

NUMA mahines with MAI and the two other solutions (Linux and Parallel-

Init). The experiments were donne using 2,4,8 and 16 threads and a problem size

of 256
2 elements fo MG, 2.0 Gbytes for ICTM and 2.4 Gbystes for Ondes 3D.

As performane metris we seleted speedup (Sequential exeution time/parallel

exeution time) and e�ieny (speedup/number of threads).

In �gure 9(a) we present the speedups and e�ienies for the MG appliation

when exeuted in Opteron mahine. As we an observe for this appliation and

onsidering an Opteron NUMA mahine the better memory poliy is yli.

This NUMA mahine has as important arathirist a not so good network

bandwidth. The optimization of bandwitdh in this mahine is more important

than the optimization of lateny. As the NUMA fator in this mahine is small

the lateny in�uene in this type of appliation is not high (irregular pattern

aess). Thus, distribute the memory pages in a yli way avoid ontention and

onsequently the in�uene of network bandwidth in the appliation exeution.

The others memory poliies had worst results beause they try to optimize

lateny and as the problem in this mahine is ontention in network these poliies

do not present good results.
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Figure 9: MG Appliation
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In �gure 9(b) we present the speedups and e�ienies for the MG appliation

for Itanium mahine. The memory poliy bind_blok is the best one, as this

mahine has a high NUMA fator try to alloate data lose to threads that use it

is better. The yli memory poliy had worst results beause it try to optimize

bandwidth and as the mahine has a high NUMA fator this poliy (optimize

bandwidth)do not present good results. The other two poliies, First-Touh

and Parallel-Init also do not have good gains. First-touh poliy entralize data

in a node so, threads made a lot of remote and onurrent aess on the same

memory blok. On the other hand, Parallel-Init try to distribute data between

the mahine nodes but, as the aess patterns are irregular this strategy do not

give good speedups and e�ienies.

In �gures 10(a) and 10(b) we present the results for ICTM appliation on-

sidering the Opteron and the Itanium mahines. For this appliation, as for MG,

the better memory poliies are yli for Opteron and bind_blok for Itanium.

Opteron has a network bandwidth problem so, it is better to spread the

data among NUMA nodes. By using this strategy, we redue the number of

simultaneous aesses on the same memory blok. As a onsequene of that,

we an have a better performane. The bind_all and bind_blok poliies have

presented worse speed-ups for Opteron mahine. These poliies allows a lot

of remote aess by threads and also do not onsider network bandwidth in

memory alloation.

We an see that the results for Itanium are quite di�erent when we ompare

to those obtained over Opteron (Figure 10(b)). By alloating data loser to the

threads whih omputes them, we derease the high NUMA fator impat. As

a result, bind_blok was the best poliy for this mahine.

In �gures 10(a) and 10(b) we present the results for ICTM appliation on-

sidering the Opteron and the Itanium mahines. As we an observe the results

with MAI poliies, First-Touh and Parallel-Init solutions were very loser. The

main reason for this is the regularity of data aess patterns of this appliation.

Threads always aess the same set of memory pages. However, there is a little

performane gain in the use of bind_blok poliy. This poliy plae threads

and data in the same node, so it avoids remote aess. In the other solutions

threads an migrate or data are plaed in a remote node allowing more remote

aess.
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5 Conlusion

In this report we presented an interfae to manage memory a�nity in NUMA

mahines alled MAI. This interfae has some memory poliies that an be

applied in the variable/objets of an appliation to assure memory a�nity. MAI

is also an easy way of manage memory in NUMA mahines, high level funtions

allow developers to hange their appliation with no big work.

The experiments made with MAI show that the interfae has better perfor-

mane than some proposed solutions. We evaluate MAI using three di�erent

appliations and two NUMA mahines. The results show gains of 2%-60% in

relation of Linux memory poliy and optimized appliation ode version.

The work show that memory has to be manage in NUMA mahines and

that this management must be easy for the developer. Thus, an interfae that

helps developers to do this is essenial. As future works we highlight: MAI

version that allows developers to implement new memory poliies as plug-ins,

new performane evaluation of MAI with others appliations and integrate MAI

in GOMP, the GCC implementation of OpenMP.
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